Abstract-Objective: This paper aims to develop a method for achieving micrometre axial scatterer localization for medical ultrasound, surpassing the inherent, pulse length dependence limiting ultrasound imaging. Methods: The method, directly translated from cellular microscopy, is based on multi-focal imaging and the simple, aberration-dependent, image sharpness metric of a single point scatterer. The localization of a point scatterer relies on the generation of multiple overlapping sharpness curves, created by deploying three foci during receive processing, and by assessing the sharpness values after each acquisition as a function of depth. Each derived curve peaks around the receive focus and the unique position of the scatterer is identified by combining the data from all curves using a maximum likelihood algorithm with a calibration standard. Results: Simulated and experimental ultrasound point scatter data show that the sharpness method can provide scatterer axial localization with an average accuracy down to 10.21 μm (≈ λ/21) and with up to 11.4 times increased precision compared to conventional localization. The improvements depend on the rate of change of sharpness using each focus, and the signal to noise ratio in each image. Conclusion: Super-resolution axial imaging from optical microscopy has been successfully translated into ultrasound imaging by using raw ultrasound data and standard beamforming. Significance: The normalized sharpness method has the potential to be used in scatterer localization applications and contribute in current super-resolution ultrasound imaging techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N ULTRASOUND imaging, the interference of emitted wavefronts determines the focusing capability of an aperture [1] . The imaging resolution in the lateral direction is limited by diffraction as in all other wavefront based imaging methods, and may vary greatly depending on the beam width and the depth of imaging. On the other hand, the axial resolution is fixed as it only depends on the duration of the transmitted pulses. Therefore, small objects with dimensions in the micrometre range will appear to have a size of the Point Spread Function (PSF), which is comparable to the wavelength (λ) of the applied sound wave [2] , [3] . It is feasible to reduce the PSF size by using shorter pulses or transducers with higher central frequency, as well as larger arrays. In practice however, as the frequency is related to attenuation, it is inversely related to penetration depth [1] , [4] . As a consequence, there is a trade-off between PSF dimensions and penetration depth. For example, in the axial dimension tissue can be imaged using a transmission of a few MHz, achieving visualization over several centimetres depth, but limiting the axial PSF size to around the millimetre range [4] . Conversely, using several hundreds of MHz can provide PSF sizes in the micrometre range, but with penetration of less than 1 mm [5] , [6] . Super-resolution imaging methods are based in the precise localization of single scatterers. Not only do these methods offer improved image quality for greater penetration depths but also, by providing access to exact scatterer positioning and thus velocities, they enable scatter density and dynamics measurements that directly relate to blood volume and blood flow quantification respectively. This leads directly to additional benefits across ultrasound imaging in diagnostic applications [7] .
Super-resolution imaging is well-established in other fields of sensing [8] such as radar [9] - [11] , astronomy [12] , and optical microscopy [13] - [15] , however in ultrasound imaging it remains in its infancy. In general super-resolution ultrasound is connected to contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS), which is based on the use of contrast microbubbles (MBs). It has been established that despite the small size of the MBs (1-10 μm diameter), it is possible to distinguish single scattering events due to their high scattering cross-section [16] . CEUS methods therefore have a direct analogy with single molecule microscopy modalities, where single scattering events are replaced with single point emission events. Modern imaging and signal processing enables the visualization of MB signals as they flow through the vascular bed [17] . However, the requirement to use high concentrations of MBs produces images that, for clinical applications, allow only the varying brightness to provide a qualitative assessment of vascular kinetics. CEUS is therefore, not only diffraction limited, but generally qualitative with limited potential to advance into robust quantitative measurements of the blood flow dynamics. Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and contrast Computed Tomography (CT), all provide an improved quantitative assessment of perfusion and thus are often the technologies of choice in the clinic when deemed cost effective. However, ultrasound is fast, safe, easy to use and generally, highly cost effective. CEUS provides the foundation for superresolution ultrasound imaging which, to a large extent, is based on the utilization of contrast MBs. Techniques have focused on the resolution improvement achievable by imaging single MBs relying on a priori knowledge of the MB as a point scatter. Such methods provided localization based super-resolution, comparable to Photoactivated Localization Microscopy (PALM) and Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) techniques, and showed that more detailed and robust measurements of blood flow dynamics may be obtained.
By using this knowledge, O'Reilly and Hynynen have been able to obtain high resolution transcranial images of vascular structure [18] , [19] that were of similar quality to those acquired by micro-CT. Further, in-vivo imaging of the mouse ear microvasculature with 5-fold resolution gains have been demonstrated by Christensen-Jeffries et al. with the additional feature of a super-resolution velocity map [20] . Couture et al. demonstrated the ultrasound equivalent of optical localization microscopy, Microbubble Ultrasound Super-Localization Imaging (MUSLI), which can achieve individual MB lateral localization with up to λ/38 accuracy [21] , [22] . Similarly, Desailly et al. presented the analog of fluorescence PALM (f-PALM) in ultrasound imaging, ultrafast Ultrasound Localization Microscopy (uULM) [23] , [24] . By using uULM, Errico et al. were able to achieve in-vivo imaging and haemodynamic quantification of ≤ 10 μm-diameter rodent cerebral microvessels [7] . Finally, Ackermann and Schmitz estimated single microbubble positions by applying foreground detection and a modified Markov Chain Monte Carlo data association (MCMCDA) algorithm [25] . This allowed the reconstruction of vessels beyond the conventional resolution limits.
These attempts demonstrate the potential for super-resolution ultrasound imaging. However, the image formation used in ultrasound equipment is designed for structural/anatomical imaging. The ultrasound super-resolution techniques above, with the exception of uULM [7] , [23] , [24] , are applied to already beamformed images, which is vulnerable to image quality variations, including the highly variable PSF, the noise, and a number of artefacts encountered in the ultrasound image. A more robust approach to improve quality and spatial resolution involves wavefront modification and adaptive array beamforming. For example, the re-emission of the received transducer element responses can compensate for the wavefront distortion, caused by the changing impedance mismatch between the transducer face and the target material [26] - [28] . Alternatively, various adaptive beamforming approaches have shown that up to λ/12 lateral resolution in the localization of isolated point scatterers can be achieved [29] , [30] , and there is an early demonstration using raw ultrasound data from in-vivo measurements [31] . The results show that particularly Minimum Variance (MV) beamforming could be suited to the detection of vessel stenosis [32] , and to real-time cardiac ultrasound imaging [33] , providing improved lateral resolution.
The above approaches demonstrate significant research effort to generate ultrasound imaging methods for improving the lateral resolution, which due to its dependence to focusing is subject to improvement beyond the conventional limits. However, there is very little work on improvements in the axial dimension in the localization of a single point reflector. Inherently this is more challenging due to the strict dependence of the axial PSF size on the Spatial Pulse Length (SPL) which is constant. The SPL is given by n cy × λ, where n cy is the number of cycles in the ultrasound pulse. Thus, axial super-resolution is currently only dealt by the few image analysis approaches described above [7] , [18] - [25] . In this work, a new signal-based method for precise axial ultrasound point scatter localization is introduced. The method, based on simultaneous imaging using multiple foci, originates from optical microscopy, which also suffers from the complex nature of the PSF. Beamforming is used to acquire multiple axially displaced images of single point source emitters, and image sharpness is used to convert these images into a high precision axial localization co-ordinate. Image sharpness, the integrated square intensity over the emitter, has been shown to be a viable method to expand the lateral super-resolution [34] - [36] to the axial dimension [37] , [38] , in the optical analogy. It is a simple metric that represents any deviation from an in-focus image [39] - [41] , and when combined with a multi-focal imaging system [42] and a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), has been used in optical systems to extract axial localization precision below 10 nm, or λ/50 [43] , [44] . In this paper, these techniques are translated into ultrasound imaging. The feasibility of the method is investigated using a simple point reflector experimental setup.
II. METHODS
A general overview of the proposed method which was used for axial localization of isolated ultrasound point scatterers is depicted in Fig. 1 . The ultrasound transmissions [see Fig. 1(a) ] provide the point scatter data at different depths. These data are processed in multiple ways in receive as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The normalized sharpness is calculated for all scatterer positions and receive foci, creating multiple (equal to the number of receive foci) sharpness references for each axial position. These sharpness values are then translated into axial position estimates, with micrometre deviations from the true scatterer positions as shown in in Fig. 1(c) .
A. Image Sharpness
The metric of image sharpness can be seen as a single descriptor of total PSF aberration. As it is the highest order aberration, sharpness is dominated by defocus, with out of focus images presenting lower sharpness values. Lower order aberrations present a small perturbation to the defocus change, and can thus be ignored. Sharpness thus provides a single quantifiable metric linked to particle defocus position. There is no unique mathematical definition of image sharpness, but generally it involves the integration under the square of the modulation transfer function. In practice this simplifies to the sum of the square of the pixel intensities, with the exact formulation tailored or optimized to the application [39] - [41] . A similar to image sharpness concept was earlier employed in ultrasound imaging relating speckle brightness to optimum focusing [45] . In the previous optical work [44] a normalized version of image sharpness, S opt , was used and defined as:
for an image within a window consisting of K pixels where n k is the recorded intensity of the k-th pixel of the window. The subtraction in the numerator is to eliminate photon bias in the low-flux regime, where intensities are expressed in photon counts, and has negligible effect at modest to high-flux. The calculation of sharpness is similar for an ultrasound image containing a single point target, but the subtraction is neglected, since data are not flux-dependent. In ultrasound imaging it is possible to access the raw Radio Frequency (RF) data from which the final image is created and avoid distortions associated to the image formation stage (i.e. interpolation, logarithmic compression). Upon signal acquisition the Hilbert Transform provides the signal envelope and the subsequent rectification generates a pre-image signal, free from image processing bias. As a result the pixel intensity, which is proportional to the square of the signal amplitude, may also be substituted with the latter quantity, for an alternative ultrasound sharpness derivation, given by:
where S is the normalized ultrasound sharpness and |E q | 2 is the squared amplitude value of the q-th sample. The amplitude was derived using envelope detected data. However, there is no practical difference between the raw and envelope detected data due to the use of only even powers of |E q | in (2) . The metric is calculated over Q samples in total, including a single point scatterer. The region of interest (ROI) is defined as a square box around the PSF centre and of a size adequate to encompass the PSF main lobe at all defocus conditions. Larger ROIs enclosing the whole PSF are not necessary for the sharpness calculation, while they are also likely to include undesired overlapping information in the presence of multiple scatterers.
B. Beamforming
In Dalgarno et al. [43] and Dalgarno et al. [44] image sharpness was used as an adjunct to multi-plane (multi-focal) microscopy, to demonstrate axial super-resolution potential for live cell axial imaging. As sharpness peaks at focus and falls, approximately symmetrically either side of focus, a single plane gives an ambiguous dissemination of position with one sharpness value corresponding to two axial positions [44] . Furthermore, there is zero dependence around focus, where the sharpness peak has poor correlation with position. Multi-plane microscopy, where distinct focal planes are imaged simultaneously, removes the ambiguity by providing multiple references to translate sharpness to an absolute axial position. To achieve this optically, a distorted diffraction grating [42] was paired with a relay lens and used as an attachment to a standard optical microscope. The same principle can be directly applied to ultrasound imaging, however multiple focusing can be achieved by conventional beamforming without requiring additional hardware, and is therefore considerably simpler to implement than the optical equivalent. In the ultrasonic case the receive focus provides higher flexibility compared to transmit focusing, as the element signals can be stored after the transmission and beamformed offline, or even in real time, in multiple ways. The conventional method to process the received transducer element signals is the Delay-And-Sum (DAS) beamformer [46] . The signals are time-delayed, weighted, and subsequently summed to form the maximized beamformer output, B(t). For a transducer array with M active elements in receive B(t) can be extracted by:
where t is the time index,
H is the vector of the apodization weights,
H is the array of the transducer element signals, and τ m is the time delay applied to the m-th receive element, depending on its distance from the selected focus point. Therefore, B(t) can be calculated for different focus points simply by changing the time delays, and in this way the requirement for simultaneous axially displaced images in [43] , [44] can be easily met. In this work, three different receive foci will be selected, with each of the three beamformer outputs producing a different, but axially displaced, image of the same object.
C. Maximum Likelihood Estimation
The MLE is an established statistical method to estimate the parameters of a dataset to a known model. It was employed in the optics approach [44] to extract the axial location of a single point scatterer using known calibration data. Applied to the multifocal imaging method, the estimate is unique, since each position is characterized by three, or more, distinct sharpness values dependent on the number of imaging planes employed. The calibration data can be obtained from repetitive measurements of point scatterers moving in depth under equivalent experimental conditions. This enables the calculation of the standard deviation of the measured mean sharpness at each position. The mean sharpness plotted over the point scatterer axial distance typically forms a Lorentzian-like sharpness curve (S-curve) that peaks around the best focus position. Although the standard deviation does not follow any specific trend, higher values are present around the peak of an S-curve and lower at the edges. Both statistical measures are interpolated by a factor I , to provide subresolution sampling and reduce inaccuracies due to quantization.
The interpolated data are then used for the estimation of the probability density function (PDF), P(S j |z). This is the probability that a specific normalized sharpness value, S j , will be measured from the raw scatter data of a point scatterer located at depth z, where j denotes the focus in receive. Since the sharpness calculations for each receive focus do not depend on each other and with the calibration z known, the probability for the set of N sharpness measurements for all receive foci, when a point scatterer is located at z, can be expressed as:
where L is the likelihood for the set of sharpness measurements S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N and N is the number of the receive foci. The maximum likelihood estimator of the point depth, z, is the value of z for which L is maximized given an actual dataset S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N and the calibration PDFs, P(S j |z). For the PDF a Gamma distribution is selected as it fits best with the Lorentzian shaped S-curves and their variance, and is given by:
where α =S (5) into (4), is the point scatterer z depth for which the product of the N Gamma distributions is maximized.
D. Data Analysis
A set of three sharpness values as measured from a single data acquisition of an isolated point scatterer provide the input to the algorithm and the output is a depth position estimate, corresponding to the PDF maximum. The method does not result in a separate PSF and the PDF can be used to assess its performance. First, the accuracy of the normalized sharpness method is indicated by the depth deviation of the method's z-estimate to the actual scatterer position, d dev . The true scatterer position is known for all simulations and is established from a high precision translation stage during the experimental measurements. Depth estimates for all acquired datasets are calculated and compared with the actual positions. For v repetitive measurements, d dev results from the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) from all v cases. The average d dev is calculated for the total scatterer displacement and several smaller depth ranges, as in the optics equivalent [44] . Second, the Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum 
E. Simulation of Point Scatter
The ultrasound field simulation package Field II [47] , [48] was used to model the multiple focusing requirement. A phantom consisting of a single point scatterer at a depth of 40 mm, was created and used as a target to replicate the optical setup. The phantom was scanned by single Plane Wave (PW) emissions, made by a 7 MHz, 192 element, linear array simulated transducer with λ spacing. The central transducer element was located above the point target. The speed of sound, c was set to 1540 m/s and all the parameters, for both simulation and experimental data discussed below, are given in Table I .
Raw data from a single unfocused emission were acquired from all 192 channels individually in receive. The data were stored, and the process was then repeated for 151 axial displacement steps of 100 μm from position 32.5 mm to 47.5 mm. For the initial investigation, noise-free sharpness data were used. To introduce the uncertainty necessary for the PDF calculation, white Gaussian noise was later added to the raw simulated signals. Ten sharpness datasets were created with a Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) equal to 10 dB. For each acquisition the data were beamformed with three different foci in receive. The central receive focus was selected at a depth of 40 mm, the target's initial position, and then the two other values were at −2 mm and +2 mm of the starting depth. The sharpness values were calculated from an area with dimensions 1.3 mm × 1.3 mm Fig. 2 . An exemplary PDF of the normalized sharpness method plotted over depth for a simulated scatterer located at 40 mm depth. The d dev and PDF FWHM measures used for the performance evaluation are shown. The PSF of the scatterer is displayed in the 6 mm × 6 mm image on the right, and a 60 dB dynamic range display was used. On top right the signal envelope from the PSF centre is plotted over depth and the DAS axial FWHM is indicated. The PDF was scaled to the maximum envelope amplitude and was also included for comparison. around the scatterer centre to fully enclose the defocused PSF main-lobe, but minimize unnecessary background signal.
F. Wire-Target Experiment
For the experimental verification the setup depicted in Fig. 3 was used. A wire with 0.07 mm diameter was attached to a holder rod and was initially positioned at (x, z) = (0, 40) mm, inside a water tank. The custom phantom position was kept fixed in the two dimensions (x− and y−axis). After each emission the wire was moved to the next z position in the axial direction using the AIMS III positioning setup (Onda Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA), which was controlled using a Matlab interface. Fig. 3 . Illustration of the measurement setup: A wire target was inserted into a water tank, which had the Onda AIMS III positioning system attached. The wire was moved from an initial position across the z-dimension and was imaged for every displacement. The SARUS scanner was used for all acquisitions.
The accuracy of the setup is at worst equal to the minimum movement step, which is 1/92 mm = 10.87 μm as stated in the equipment manual. The ratio 1/92 is attributed to the stepper motor system. To avoid potential mechanical inaccuracies with the minimal stepper mode increment, z-steps of 108.7 μm were used. Consequently the total distance of 15 mm was covered in 139 steps. The speed of sound was calculated to c = 1484 m/s based on the water temperature [49] . The measurements were performed by the 1024 channel experimental ultrasound scanner SARUS (Synthetic Aperture Real-time Ultrasound System) Fig. 4 using pixel values for the sharpness calculation. The corresponding signal-derived sharpness is displayed in (b) by using the envelope detected data and (2). In (c) an equivalent result from optical microscopy is shown for comparison.
[50] and a BK Ultrasound (Herlev, Denmark) linear array was used to scan the custom single-wire phantom. Data were initially sampled at 70 MHz as the SARUS scanner requires, and then the sampling frequency, f s was decimated by a factor of 2 to 35 MHz. All the scan parameters can be found in Table I .
Both simulation and measurement were conducted in a similar manner using similar parameters as indicated in Table I . Transmission of ultrasound was again performed through single plane waves, using all the transducer elements as the transmitting aperture. RF data from one unfocused emission were acquired from all 192 channels individually in receive. Ten frames were acquired per axial position. For each acquisition the data were beamformed in three different foci in receive with the use of an in-house programmed beamformation toolbox BFT III [51] . The receive foci were selected to be at 38 mm, 40 mm, and 42 mm. Data were produced across 15 mm, between 32.5 mm and 47.5 mm from the transducer face. After each set of 10 emissions the data were stored and the wire target was moved to the next location in the axial direction. The ROI was defined, as in the previous subsection, as the smallest area enclosing the PSF main-lobe. This was 2.3 mm × 2.3 mm around the wire centre during the measurement.
III. RESULTS
A. Simulation
From the first, noise-free simulation, the resulting PSFs of a single point scatterer moving in the axial direction are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of point displacement. Similar to [43] , Fig. 4 demonstrates the effect of different receive focusing on the PSF appearance. Exemplary S-curves were formed for the ultrasound data corresponding to the central receive focus (40 mm). Sharpness was calculated at each displacement, using (1) without the bias term −n k in Fig. 5(a) , and using (2) in Fig. 5(b) . For interest, the curves in Fig. 5 are displayed alongside an S-curve derived from optical confocal microscopy data in Fig. 5(c) . This was generated by a setup that included a spatial pinhole with a diameter of 1 Airy unit [52] that was positioned at the confocal plane of the lens used to image a red fluorosphere with a diameter of 100 nm moved through an axial defocus range by equivalent z-stage scanning. The optical wavelength was equal to 650 nm and the total displacement 8 μm for the fluorescent particle. The pinhole addition results into the elimination of out-of-focus light and provides a close approximation to the focused ultrasound upon receive which is used here as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The general shape of all S-curves shown in Fig. 5 is similar, maximizing at a single peak around the focus, and falling rapidly, and roughly symmetrically with defocus. This provides confidence that the established multi-focal sharpness method is translatable from optical to ultrasound imaging. The signalderived S-curve [see Fig. 5(b) ] is falling more rapidly than the image-derived S-curve [see Fig. 5(a) ], and the higher rate of change noticed in Fig. 5(b) increases the sensitivity when using the MLE. For the calculation of each of the ultrasound signalderived sharpness values, 12 × 169 envelope detected data samples were processed corresponding to the 1.3 mm × 1.3 mm ROI. The same region was represented by 45 × 45 square pixels of image data.
The introduction of noise to the RF signals allowed the generation of a calibration standard based on the calculation of mean sharpness values and their standard deviation, for use with the MLE analysis. In Fig. 6 (a) the mean sharpness was plotted over axial displacement for the three receive foci (38 mm, 40 mm, 42 mm). The best Lorentzian fits of the 3 sharpness datasets were also included in Fig. 6(a) . The fits are not meant as accurate representations of the sharpness function, however, they return correlation coefficient, r values, higher than 0.97 for all 3 cases between fitted and S-curves, allowing, in this example, for a good approximation. The error bar represents the sharpness standard deviation in each depth. The displayed data resulted from ten Field II simulations in each z-position as explained in Section II-E. Each curve's peak was located around the position of each receive focus. As an example, a set of 3 PSFs from each focal plane for a single axial position at 38.4 mm, were also shown. Each image was 6 mm × 6 mm and a 60 dB dynamic range display was used. Mean sharpness values were calculated from the displayed PSFs, to 6.548 × 10 −3 (±6 × 10 −6 ), 4.197 × 10 −3 (±6 × 10 −6 ) and 2.972 × 10 −3 (±2 × 10 −6 ) for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd receive focus respectively. 
5).
In a similar manner, the average PDF FWHM was calculated to 32.56 μm (≈ λ/7) which is 6.8 times lower than the DAS axial FWHM, and the FWHM S D to 103.42 μm (≈ λ/2). In general, the high standard deviation values are due to the increased d dev and PDF FWHM values at regions of reduced rate of sharpness change such as the displacement edges or the S-curve peaks [see Fig. 6(a) ]. This is a feature in common with the optical equivalent and it is worth comparing two smaller ranges in the ultrasound analogue. For instance, the 1 mm range between 37.5 mm and 38.5 mm is far from both displacement ends and includes the peak of the first S-curve around the 38 mm receive focus and the lower parts of the other two S-curves' slopes. For this range the average d dev was equal to 3.48 μm, the d S D was 2.72 μm, the average PDF FWHM was 9.1 μm and the FWHM S D was 6.91 μm. The 1 mm range between 38.5 mm and 39.5 mm includes the maximum rate of sharpness change for the S-curves corresponding to the first two receive foci (38 mm and 40 mm) and the lower part of the S-curve slope corresponding to the longest receive focus (42 mm). For the second small range, the average d dev was as low as 1.25 μm, the d S D was 0.67 μm, the average PDF FWHM was 4.5 μm and the FWHM S D was 1.26 μm. These results show that by avoiding the S-curve edges and focusing on the slopes the performance of the method improves greatly, while the inclusion of a peak slightly compromises the accuracy of the localization, and this is consistent with other such sub-ranges across the entire displacement investigated here.
B. Wire-Target Experiment
Five experimentally acquired PSFs of a wire-target moving in the axial direction from a single plane (receive focus = 40 mm) are shown in Fig. 7 in different axial displacements. The figure is equivalent to Fig. 4 (2nd row) and the receive beamforming was expanded to two further receive foci (38 mm and 42 mm), as in the simulation. In Fig. 8(a) , the measured mean sharpness was plotted over axial displacement and the best Lorentzian S-curve fits (r > 0.98) were also added. The error bar represents the sharpness standard deviation for each depth. The displayed sharpness data resulted from 10 experimentally acquired frames in each z-position. Each curve's peak was located around the position of each receive focus. The set of 3 PSFs from z = 38.37 mm are also shown as an example. Each image is 6 mm × 6 mm and a 60 dB dynamic range display was used. The mean sharpness values were calculated to 8.491 × 10 (±6 × 10 −6 ) for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd receive focus respectively. Fig. 8(b) and (c) show the accuracy in the wire axial localization based on the sharpness processing for image-and signal-derived sharpness respectively. As in the simulation study, the use of the envelope detected data for the sharpness calculation outperformed the image sharpness processing. The latter resulted in an average d dev equal to 63.67 μm (or ≈ λ/3). The d S D was equal to 102.35 (or ≈ λ/2) due to several d dev values higher than the wavelength (212 μm), located at the displacement edges. The calculated PDF FWHM was on average equal to 83.91 μm (≈ λ/2.5) which is 3.4 times lower than the DAS axial FWHM, which was measured to 287.31 μm from the signal envelope that passes through the centre of the PSF as shown in Fig. 2 8. (a) A set of three normalized S-curves and their Lorentzian fits are displayed. These were generated using a wire-target that is moving in the depth direction, and an unfocused PW ultrasound transmission that was beamformed using three different foci in receive (at 38 mm, 40 The two 1 mm ranges were also investigated as in the simulation study. For the 1 mm depth range between 37.5 mm and 38.5 mm, the average d dev was equal to 3.22 μm, the d S D was 2.07 μm, the average PDF FWHM was 9.06 μm and the FWHM S D was 2.93 μm. The 1 mm range between 38.5 mm and 39.5 mm resulted in slightly lower values for the same metrics, confirming the benefits of examining areas where the sharpness changes rapidly. An average d dev equal to 1.52 μm was calculated, the d S D was 0.90 μm, the average PDF FWHM was 7.53 μm and the FWHM S D was 2.66 μm.
IV. DISCUSSION
The principle of multi-focal axial ultrasound localization has been demonstrated through the use of the sharpness metric applied to simulated and experimental point scatter data. While a large number of beamforming methods [30] , [53] , [54] have shown significant localization gains in the lateral ultrasound ar-ray dimension, this is the first beamforming technique to show significant gain in the axial direction. The proposed method exploits the effect of defocus on the diffraction-limited lateral resolution to achieve high precision localization in the axial dimension, and is based on a previously presented method for super-resolution optical microscopy [43] , [44] . In optics, in the absence of other aberrations, sharpness is purely dependent on defocus. The influence of defocus aberration on the PSF shape is similar for optics and ultrasonics, which enabled the translation of the technique. The only difference is in the wavelengths (∼500 nm for optics compared to ∼200 μm for ultrasonics), which resulted in nanometre (≈ 10 nm) and micrometre (≈ 10 μm) depth localization precision, respectively.
A 25% lower depth deviation (d dev ) to actual scatterer position was acquired in simulation (47.43 μm) compared to experiment (63.67 μm) for the image-derived sharpness analysis. However, the processing that utilizes image data is less reliable as described in Section III-A, and overall resulted in limited localization improvements for both simulation and experiment. The signal-derived sharpness analysis showed improved performance by a factor of ≈ 3 for the wire-target measurements (10.21 μm) compared to the simulated scatterer (29.4 μm), with both d dev values significantly lower than those obtained from the image data. The difference between simulation and experimental studies is attributed to the nature and amplitude of the noise added to the simulated data. The noise was assumed Gaussian as common practice for most noise processes and higher than in the experimental case, providing increased d dev near to the displacement edges, and subsequently a higher d S D .
Similar conclusions were drawn from the introduction of the average PDF FWHM and its standard deviation as performance metrics, which also enabled a comparison with the DAS-derived axial localization (DAS axial FWHM). This is an indirect comparison since the proposed method does not result in a PSF. However it was shown in Fig. 2 that the PDF generated by the sharpness processing can be used to limit the depth position range as this is calculated by the axial PSF size. In simulation the image-derived sharpness analysis provided 7% lower average PDF FWHM (78.67 μm), compared to the experiment (81.93 μm). However this was translated in 2.2-and 3.4-fold improvements compared to the DAS localization, since the DAS axial FWHM was 287.31 μm for the wire-target and 170.35 μm for the simulated point scatterer. The signal-derived sharpness analysis resulted in similar average PDF FWHM values for the simulated scatterer (32.56 μm) and the wire-target measurements (25.15 μm) further increasing the axial localization gains to 6.8-and 11.4-fold respectively. In the experimental case, the FWHM S D was also calculated lower by a factor of ≈ 3 than the one obtained from the simulated data. In addition, the method does not perform uniformly for the whole displacement range. The data analysis of small sub-regions showed that away from the displacement edges and in areas dominated by at least two of the S-curve slopes the technique performs best, achieving axial localization with lower than 3.5 μm precision and an average PDF FWHM up to 38 times lower than the DAS axial FWHM for both simulation and measurement. However, this result is not conclusive and the method needs to develop further in order to identify whether such axial localization accuracy can be achieved consistently for a large range of depths.
In general, the ability of the proposed method to control the sharpness value by altering the time delays could potentially allow its usage for optimum focusing definition or aberration correction applications in ultrasound imaging [45] . However, the obvious application in ultrasound is the depth detection of contrast microbubbles. Current microbubble visualization has enabled the use of localization algorithms on image data. This has typically been accomplished by identifying the PSF centre of mass of spatially isolated bubbles [20] , [55] or by fitting three dimensional Gaussians to approximate the PSF and thus estimate the position of the bubble [18] , [19] , [56] , approaches which are inaccurate for axial determination. The method proposed here can be developed to be applied as an adjunct to these techniques. The use of contrast microbubbles will allow translation to real imaging applications where the limiting factor will be SNR and image quality. New image post-processing may stem from combining the conventional lateral appearance of a point target and the sharpness derived axial one. This will have the advantage of improved PSF shape definition in a noiseless meta-image, thus contributing to the optimization of current image based PSF localization. Furthermore, the sharpness method can be considered as an adjunct to other signal-based methods for lateral resolution such as the Minimum Variance beamformer [30] , [53] , [54] . This may improve localization by providing a much smaller PSF for further analysis by the same image based techniques.
The overall accuracy of the technique and its application to real-time MB imaging depends on a number of factors. First, the MBs are known for their poly-dispersed nature and their signal variation, and the normalization factor from (2) compensates for different MB echo signals. Second, the SNR in MB imaging is not the typical SNR from ultrasound images, but rather the demodulated signal to clutter ratio, after the linear tissue signals have been rejected, using pulse modulation (such as phase or amplitude), to create the MB only image. In these images, MBs tend to be clearly identifiable compared to the dark background and the scatter can be identified in order to implement the sharpness method. The SNR in the current study is better than that available in in-vivo imaging, but not significantly. In any case, the impact of SNR on localization accuracy needs to be investigated further in order to explore the potential of the technique for real imaging. Another important aspect of ultrasound imaging is the PSF, and thus SNR variability, across the image. This is due to the signal processing as well as the beam changes that occur due to attenuation and speed of sound variations imposed by real tissues in the near field for the transducer array. This may translate in varying localization accuracy across the image. Further complexity is introduced by the sharpness relation to focus. It is the defocus that minimizes localization error, which appears to counter balance the decrease in the ultrasound image SNR in that range. Third, the MB detection sensitivity may vary as, in addition to SNR, the variable beam pressure across the image provides a variable number of MBs that scatter above noise [16] . Note, that in-vivo there is a correlation between MB density with blood volume, and as a result super-resolution contrast ultrasound imaging aims to generate quantitative blood volume maps. The variation of the ultrasound beam pressure impacts on the relationship between MB number and blood volume and the PSF variation across the image. The PSF may therefore be used as a marker of MB density variation.
Fourth, a single scatterer must be included in the selected ROI for each sharpness calculation as outlined in Section II-A. In a real-time imaging environment an initial rough estimation of scatterers position based on standard DAS beamforming will be followed by the ROI selection. The application of thresholding criteria such as intensity, shape or morphology will need to be implemented to discard echoes that violate the single scatterer requirement. This may be due to the overlapping PSFs or sidelobe contributions from neighboring scatterers. The localization technique will be applied to a single frame and then the whole processing will be repeated for the next frame. The concept is similar to optical microscopy [57] . In case of high MB density, the ROI rejection rate will be high, increasing the number of frames that need to be processed until an adequate number of isolated targets is reached and localized throughout the entire image. As a consequence an efficient ROI size selection is closely related to the single scatterer assumption and the acquisition time. In this work the ROI selection is not significant since there is only a single scatterer in all images. However, it was shown that using the size of the PSF main lobe as reference, is a valid approach in order to achieve a robust ROI selection and potentially maximize the useful ROIs number in a frame. Using the figures presented during the wire-target measurements, a 15 mm × 15 mm area divided into 2.3 mm × 2.3 mm boxes could include at most 42 ROIs including an isolated scatterer per frame. The localization of several thousands of MBs would be required for a density map generation. The number of frames will therefore depend on the number of MBs that can practically be detected per frame given a low infusion concentration to achieve isolated MB scatter in the image, and the tissue vascular structure that imposes a varying MB density across the image.
Moreover, the type of ultrasound transmission may have an impact on the method's performance. The plane wave transmission was chosen in this paper, because it is the best approximation to the unfocused light transmission as in the optical measurements. In addition, it facilitates fast acquisitions as only one emission is able to provide all the necessary data for the method and thus is not subject to artefacts due to the particle movement between several emissions that are all used to form one image. However Synthetic Aperture (SA) ultrasound can offer similar benefits. The images acquired from single SA emissions will maintain the same high frame rate, without reducing image quality. The dependence of the sharpness-based localization method on the transmit focus needs to be explored. Focused ultrasound requires a higher number of emissions to produce a single image, but the image quality around the focus area is significantly improved. Considering that apodization also plays an important role in the ultrasound beam shaping, this is another parameter that needs to be explored. However, all the above remain to be investigated. In addition, further research is required for targets that are located at greater depths, or provide lower SNR. Finally, in this paper it was demonstrated how 3 receive foci at 2 mm separation were adequate for a localization precision of 10.21 μm over a displacement range of 15 mm. It is clear that by extending the number of receive foci this range can be increased, and that by optimizing the foci spacing further localization accuracy can be tuned. Ultimately there will be trade-off between depth range, number of foci and foci spacing, which need to be balanced in response to specific imaging problems and systems. In theory an unlimited number of S-curves can be formed, as the receive focus locations can be unlimited. This is a major advantage of the ultrasound implementation of the method compared to the optical equivalent, where hardware challenges limit the number of planes to typically less than 10.
In the end, the method needs to be developed in tissue-like media that provide complex aberrations. Indeed, the PSF of ultrasound is known to be very variable across the image due to varying attenuation and reflections inside the human body. This is not unique to ultrasound. The flickering of the stars is caused by the change of refraction in the atmosphere due to its movement. While this problem is resolved systematically for astronomy using adaptive optics methods [58] , it remains for ultrasound imaging, which is a highly operator dependent technique and the image is qualitatively compensated for the variation in the ultrasound field. This may well prove a key advantage of the normalized sharpness method, which does not require an understanding of the exact aberrations or any predefined PSF model.
V. CONCLUSION
The defocusing errors of a point scatterer at different axial positions were examined for ultrasound imaging. They were quantified by the metric of normalized sharpness, which becomes maximum for in-focused images and falls spatially roughly symmetrically away from focus. This depth dependence of the sharpness values when plotted together, and the ability in ultrasound imaging to obtain multi-focal images of the same object offer a simple method that provides high-precision axial localization. Experimental results showed that a set of 3 sharpness values was adequate to localize the axial position of a point target with ≈ 10 micrometre accuracy, also reducing the conventional axial Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum (FWHM) by a factor of ≈ 11. This initial investigation showed that the technique is well-suited for ultrasound point scatterers. The technique may complement image-based methods currently used for microbubble detection, or other beamforming techniques focusing in the lateral resolution to fully describe point scatter position based exclusively on signal processing.
